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The paper presents the results of testing the geometry measurement system of powered roof support using inclinometers that meet the 
requirements of the ATEX directive. Mechanized longwall system is most often used for coal mining. The longwall system includes basic 
machines, such as a longwall shearer, AFC and powered roof support that protects the roof. The powered roof support consists of the units 
that are hydraulically or electro-hydraulically controlled and are equipped with pressure sensors in the selected places of the hydraulic 
system and displacement sensors for selected actuators. One of the challenges associated with controlling and monitoring the parameters of 
the powered roof support is the mapping of its geometry and arrangement of individual components. KOMAG Institute of Mining Technology 
designed and manufactured the geometry monitoring system based on inclinometers that meet the requirements of the ATEX Directive. The 
system was tested on a real object in the laboratory. Impact of the structure of the powered roof support on the accuracy of geometry 
measurement and mapping was determined based on the test results. The results of the tests will be used during the implementation of the 
system in real conditions. 
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Introduction 
 

In 2017 KOMAG Institute of Mining Technology started realization of PRASS III (Productivity and safety of 
shield support) project (PRASS III project website). The project is co-financed from the Research Fund for Coal 
and Steel (RFCS) as well as from the Ministry of Science and Higher Education.  The project is realized by the 
international consortium consisting of the companies from Poland (GIG Central Mining Institute, KOMAG 
Institute of Mining Technology, Jastrzębska Coal Company S.A., Becker Warkop Sp. z o.o.), from Germany 
(DMT GmbH & Co. KG), Great Britain (University of Exeter) and Spain (Geocontrol S.A.). Development of the 
measuring system dedicated to powered roof supports as well as the system for rockfall prediction is the main 
project objective. 

The work carried out within the PRASS III project is aimed at developing the monitoring system allowing for 
visualization and assessment of operational parameters of powered roof supports. The most innovative functions 
of the Shield Support Monitoring System (SSMS) include measuring the width of the tip-to-face path and 
monitoring the geometry of the powered roof supports. These parameters are important for the stability of the 
longwall and correct interaction between the roof support and the rock mass, and in certain conditions, they may 
affect the possibility of damage to the roof support components. 

In the Polish mining industry, mechanised shield support is rarely monitored, unlike other machines in the 
longwall complex. The effectiveness and safety of mining operations depend on shield support. Aspects related 
to the cooperation between mechanised shield support and rock mass, which affect the proper maintenance of the 
roof, have a significant impact on the effectiveness and safety of hard coal mining. The stability of the roof is 
affected, among others, by the tip to face distance, the support parameters of the shield support (initial and 
working support), the control system and the height of longwall (Bronya, Wiklund et al., 2011). 

A lot of research work is carried out in the world, related to modelling the behaviour of a mechanized shield 
supports and the roof. This modelling is carried out on the basis of actual data recorded during mining or on the 
basis of theoretical assumptions (Bronya Wiklund et al., 2011, Langosch et al., 2003). The results of the model 
work unequivocally indicate that the proper operation of the powered roof support is necessary from the point of 
view of the effectiveness and safety of coal production. Supporting the operator and preventing potential 
mistakes made by the operator is possible only in the case of monitoring the basic parameters of the shield 
support operation and analysing their changes and trends in real-time. 

 
Work is underway to develop algorithms for prediction of roof behaviour in a mechanized longwall complex. 

The paper (Herezy et al., 2018) presents an algorithm for prediction of the behaviour of shield support based on 
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pressure in hydraulic cylinders and the position of a mining machine in a longwall. The prediction of the roof 
behaviour is most often performed on the basis of changes in the pressure in hydraulic cylinders caused by the 
character of the powered roof support operation and the influence of the rock mass. The results of works related 
to the analysis of pressure changes are presented in the paper (Wang et al., 2018) in relation to coal seams in the 
Shendong coalfield, located in the northwest of China. In work (Jingyi Cheng et al., 2018) present software 
package SSRI, to analyze monitoring data from leg pressure. The paper (Verma et al., 2016) presents the use of 
artificial neural networks to determine the working pressure of hydraulic cylinders in the shield support. Work in 
the field of co-operation between the shield support and the rock mass is the subject of many analyses (Jing 
Xuan Yang et al., 2017). The results of this work are used at the stage of designing shield support for specific 
mining and geological conditions but are not taken into account in the process of control.  

The geometry measurement can also be used to obtain information about the load of the shield support. It 
will be an indirect measurement, but direct measurement of the load is technically difficult in real conditions, as 
indicated by the results of work (Witek and Prusek, 2016, Kalentev et al., 2017). The authors presented the 
results of the GEOSOFT project, in which complex tests of the shield support unit in various support conditions 
were performed. 

The inclinometers should be installed primarily in newly designed support units. In the design process (Yang 
et al., 2018, Swedish et al., 2016, Siegfried, 2013) it is possible to introduce full geometry information and to 
install inclinometers to ensure their safe use. 

 
Justification for monitoring the geometry of shield support 

 
Operation of the roof support with the correct geometry, understood as the parallelism of the canopy and the 

base, is important for the interaction of the roof support with the rock mass. This fact is particularly important in 
the case of weak rocks in the roof or in the case of mining the longwall under the rockfall zone. In such 
conditions it is important to operate the powered roof supports properly, so as not to create a linear contact 
between the canopy and the roof, which may cause damage to the structure of roof rocks. Roof fall risk in 
longwall coal faces is presented in work (Prusek et al., 2016). 

Operation of the roof support with incorrect geometry also affects the distribution of base pressure on the 
floor. This problem was illustrated by the method used in the Department of Extraction Technologies and 
Mining Support at GIG and with software for the analysis of geometry and distribution of forces in roof support 
nodes (Płonka, 2009). For example, lifting the canopy of powered roof support results in changing the 
distribution of pressures on the floor (Płonka and Rajwa, 2018). In the case of raising the canopy, the highest 
pressure on the floor occurs closer to the coal face, which may lead to the roof support tendency of sinking into 
the floor and in extreme cases leading to loss of stability. 

 
 The analysis of the forces at the powered roof support structure nodes should be taken into account when 

considering the impact of the roof support design on its failure (Fig. 1). This problem is described in the 
publication (Płonka and Rajwa, 2018) where, based on the case study, it is described how the lifting of the 
canopy end affected the increase in strength at the point of connection between the canopy and the caving shield. 
It was determined that the forces in the roof support construction nodes might differ significantly from the model 
usually used in the Operational Manual for the horizontal position of the canopy and base. It was found that the 
changes in forces in the joint node of the canopy with the caving shield depend mainly on the specific form of 
kinematics and then on the inclination between the canopy and base and on the load to the caving shield of the 
roof support. 

In the mathematical models, it was confirmed that for the specified lifting angles of the canopy by 8° and 12° 
(inclinations found in a particular longwall), the forces at the connection between the canopy and the caving 
shield are significantly higher than the forces calculated in the case of operation with the horizontal canopy 
(Płonka and Rajwa, 2018, Rajwa et al., 2017). 

Work on inclinometers is carried out by DOH Centrum Hydrauliki company, among others. The 
inclinometers have their own battery power supply and are adapted to work on the shield support (Szurgacz and 
Brodny, 2019). The paper (Prusek et al., 2016) presents measurements of shield support geometry; however, 
they were performed in laboratory conditions. 
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Fig. 1.  Distribution of pressure on the roof and floor depending on the shield support geometry: a) canopy parallel to the floor; b) canopy 

raised at an angle of 12°. (Płonka and Rajwa, 2018)  
 

 
System design 

 
The models and prototypes of system components were developed within the PRASS III project, and then 

they were certified in accordance with the ATEX Directive and tested in real conditions. The shield support 
monitoring system consists of the following three modules (Fig. 1): 

• SSMS-C - central unit for communication with individual modules, power supply, archiving and data 
transmission. 

• SSMS-I - two-axis inclinometer. 
• SSMS-S – "tip to face" sensor, a module that detects the distance between the mechanized housing 

section and the longwall face. 

b) 

a) 
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Fig. 2.  SSMS system design. 

 
Each module of the SSMS is placed on the powered roof support components (Fig. 3). In order to be able to 

place each SSMS-I inclinometer module in appropriate places in the powered roof support (to ensure correct 
reading of measurement data), the dimensions of the device enclosure were minimized. In order to reduce the 
size of the SSMS-I module, each inclinometer system did not have its own power source; it was power supplied 
from the SSMS-C central unit (which was located on the canopy of roof support, this place allows to install this 
device).  

 

 
Fig. 3.  Arrangement of SSMS components on the powered roof support 

 
To simplify the communication system and ensure adequate radio visibility, the module responsible for 

communication of all system components for single powered roof support was placed in the SSMS-C central 
unit. On the slope, there is also an SSMS-S track measurement module, which has an independent battery circuit 
and data from the module are sent by cable to the SSMS-C central unit. Communication between SSMS-C units 
will be based on distributed algorithms (Stankiewicz, 2018; Baranov et al., 2017). 

 
SSMS-C module 

 
The SSMS-C central unit module (Fig. 4) is used for power supply, communication, archiving and data 

transmission. It is equipped with 4 primary cells of a capacity 70mAh enabling the system to operate for at least 
one year. The unit is adapted to be mounted on powered roof support and connected with SSMS-I inclinometer 
modules and SSMS-S path sensor. Data are transmitted using the MODBUS-RTU protocol. Data collected from 
each module are initially processed, archived in non-volatile memory and sent by radio to the superior unit. 
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Fig. 4.  SSMS-C central unit module. 

 
During the designing process of the unit, it was necessary to provide IP65 protection level of the unit 

enclosure against dust and water ingress. The device is designed to operate on the powered roof support of a 
longwall system in conditions of an underground hard coal mine. Working conditions in longwall faces are 
characterized by a high level of airborne dust. To reduce dust concentration, water spraying systems are used, 
which means that the equipment working in this place should have a high level of protection against water 
penetration. 

In order to ensure IP protection level of 65, the ROSE company selected an enclosure with the manufacturer's 
declaration of IP65 protection level. Selected battery compartments also had the IP 67 protection level provided 
by the manufacturer. Selected Harting connector for data transmission and power supply of individual modules 
of the system had IP 67 protection level. All screwed fittings were equipped with the appropriate seal to ensure 
the required protection level (Qazizada and Pivarčiová, 2018). 

The requirements of the working environment in which the device will operate also require that the device 
operates in the temperature range from ‒20 °C to +50 °C. This requirement is met by selecting the enclosure 
components that meet these criteria. Also, all electronic components were selected to ensure safe working 
temperature (in accordance with the ATEX Directive), taking into account the operating temperature of the 
device. 

Due to the requirements of the ATEX Directive, the short-circuit current from the cells had to be limited. It 
was also important to connect the batteries to ensure a sufficiently high voltage supplied to the device. The 
batteries were therefore connected in series-parallel. The connection of two cells in series ensures that the power 
supply voltage is increased by doubling the voltage coming from a single cell and affects the reduction of short 
circuit current (in its calculation we take into account the double value of the cell internal resistance). 

 
SSMS-C is characterized by the following operational parameters: 
• ATEX parameters:    I M1  Ex ia I Ma 
• Ambient temperature:  Ta = ‒20 °C ¸ +50 °C 
• Protection class:  IP65 
• Power of the transmitter:  17 dBm (50 mW) 
• Capacity:  4 x 3.6 V 17Ah. 
 

SSMS-I module 
 
Two-axis inclinometer SSMS-I (Fig. 5) is designed to be mounted on the components of powered roof 

support. The inclinometers are battery-powered (from the SSMS-C central unit, which is placed on each roof 
support), so there is no need to run power cables between the roof supports. Up to 6 inclinometers can be 
installed on one roof support. 
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Fig. 5.  SSMS-I inclinometer module 

 
As in the case of the SSMS-C central unit, it was necessary to provide IP65 protection of the inclinometer 

enclosure against dust and water ingress, as it is designed to operate in underground mine conditions. 
In order to increase the mechanical resistance, the inclinometer enclosure is made of steel. In order to ensure 

that the enclosure is waterproof and dust-proof, the SSMS-I enclosure was additionally sealed. The filler also 
acts as a heat dissipator for individual electronic components. The applied electronic components have been 
selected so as to meet the requirements of the ATEX Directive for equipment applied in the operating 
temperature range from ‒20 °C to +50 °C. 

The use of a two-axis inclinometer allows determining the position of the enclosure assembly in two axes. 
One of them is the side tilting of the enclosure (the enclosure of the longwall complex is never horizontal).  The 
inclination is an important parameter to determine the supporting capacity, which is determined in a direction 
parallel to the gravity force. 

The analysis of the mechanized enclosure geometry showed that in some designs, during the operation, the 
bracket angle of inclination exceeded 90 °. In order to avoid such a situation, the printed circuit board with built-
in inclinometers was inclined at the angle of 30 ° (Fig. 6). This also improves the measuring accuracy of the 
inclinometer. The SSMS-I inclinometer, designed and manufactured in this way, is shown in Figure 6. 

 

  
 

Fig. 6.  SSMS-I inclinometer module. 
 
SSMS-I is characterized by the following operating parameters: 
• ATEX parameters:    I M1  Ex ia I Ma; 
• Ambient temperature:   Ta = ‒20 °C ¸ +50 °C; 
• Protection class:  IP65. 
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Tests 
 

JZR 13/28 POZ shield support was tested (Fig. 7). Inclinometers were installed on the shield support using 
the magnetic mounting. Four SSMS-I inclinometers were installed – on the base, on the canopy, on the goaf 
shield and on the lemniscate linkage. Places of the inclinometers installation are presented in Figure 8. Data from 
the inclinometers were recorded using the computer programme developed especially for the tests. Sampling 
frequency was 500 ms.  

 

 
Fig. 7.  JZR 13/28 POZ shield support 

 
 

     

    
Fig. 8.  Model of SSMS-I inclinometers: a) on the base, b) on the canopy, c) on the goaf shield, d) on the lemniscate linkage   
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Fig. 9.  Test rig 

 
The main purpose of the tests was to verify the correctness of inclinometer measurements in conditions close 

to real ones. The test rig was used for functional analysis of powered roof supports (Fig. 9). The test rig enables 
simulations of the roof support operation in inclined seams (up to 40 degrees), and roof support set up keeping 
the working pressure. The roof of the test rig is set up to the selected height and is locked with bolts, which 
creates a rigid frame structure in which the roof support is set up. The test's objective was to verify the 
correctness of readings in the case of roof support being set up against a rigid roof.  

This process is associated with the elimination of backlash on powered roof support pins and roof locks (this 
process is often dynamic). 

Figures 9, 10, 11 and 12 show the angles of the individual components of the shield support during the tensile 
test in the test rig - the nominal pressure in cylinders was assumed to be 24 MPa. The tests were started at the 
canopy placed in parallel to the rig roof in the distance of 20 cm. 

The tests were conducted in five stages: 
• Stage 1 - the shield support without any resistance travels through the empty space between the rig roof 

and the canopy (time period from 110th to 142nd seconds). 
• Stage 2 - the time period between the canopy edge contact with the floor (142nd second) and the whole 

canopy plane contact (145th second). 
• Stage 3 - pressing the canopy to the rig roof (145th second). 
• Stage 4 – elimination of clearances - rapid adjustment of the shield support components (153rd second) 
• Stage 5 - the shield support stabilization (153rd – 170th seconds). 
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Fig. 9.  The angle of the canopy during the tests  

 
Fig. 10.  The angle of the goaf shield during the tests 

 
Fig. 11.  The angle of the lemniscate linkage during the tests 
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Fig. 12.  The angle of the base during the tests 

 
The results of the tests confirmed that the design of inclinometers and the applied algorithms of signal 

filtering are correct and resistant to dynamic phenomena. The measurement results presented on the chart were 
averaged through a low pass filter. There are no oscillations after the angle change and no vibrations from the 
dynamic removal of backlash in the tests of the powered roof supports. 

 
Summary 

 
It was assumed that monitoring and analysis of powered roof support operational parameters in real-time 

using SSMS enable to predict the hazards associated with the fall of roof rock. The KOMAG Institute of Mining 
Technology designed and made a geometry monitoring system based on inclinometers that meet the 
requirements of the ATEX Directive. System tests were carried out on a real object in laboratory conditions. The 
tests confirmed the correct operation of the SSMS system. The next step will be to make the prototype and install 
it in real mining conditions. The tests of the impact of clearances in structural nodes on the accuracy of the 
measurement system will also be carried out. 

The aim of the research was to determine whether the applied filtration algorithms will allow monitoring the 
geometry in shield support in the case of dynamic changes. During the contact between the shield support 
canopy and the roof of the test rig, changes in the position of shield support components, resulting from an 
adjustment to the roof, took place and the shield support eliminated clearances on the connecting components 
(pins). In the case of monitoring the shield support geometry during operation, the support unit advancing 
process will be omitted - these changes will not affect long-term trends and can be regarded as interference. 
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